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This paper In this paper, the author applies the systematic theory of strategic 
management to analyze the present situation of the project management industry and 
its future competitive pattern. Combining with the real situation in X Supervition 
company she presents strategic programs for companies in this industry as their 
future developing guidelines. 
 This paper consists of five chapters 
 Chapter 1: In this part, the author analyzes this industry and concludes the three 
primal characters of the project management industry in China. 
 Chapter 2: The future postures of project management industry are discussed 
through three angles in this part. 
 Chapter 3: The author gives detailed analyses to the operating state of Xiamen 
X Supervition Company, and she points out it is urgent to make deep discussion for 
the company’s developing direction, strategy positioning and operating pattern. 
 Chapter 4: After the statement on the strategic program of X company, the 
author presents her suggestions that the company should put emphasis on the 
municipal constructing market and take its traditional foundational business as its 
core so as to expand new ones, both specialization and cross-regional development 
should be given the same emphasis, and at last but not least the company will 
achieve its long-term object to be a national project management company by two 
stages. 
 Chapter 5: in the author’s opinion, knowing the market developing prospect is 
just the first key step, yet what is fatally important is that the company is able to 
build its own professional ability tactically in order to seize opportunities in reforms 
and overcome relative challenge. As a result X company should establish and fortify 
its professional ability in the five prerequisite fields. 
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